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CS251 – Spring 2008

Assignment 6.v1 – Single-Cycle Processors

Bill Cowan

General Instructions. This assignment is short, to go with the shortened week. If you have been learning the
material about processor design you should find it very easy.

1  Background.

I.1  Components
A once common type of processor is based on a stack rather than an ALU. An easy to understand variant of
it has the following components.

1. Four registers, each 16 bits.
i. Program counter, PC, used to get the next instruction.
ii. Address, AX, used to store addresses for memory loads and stores.
iii. Data, DX, used to store data for memory loads and stores.
iv. Stack, SX, the top of the stack.

2. Instruction memory, where the set of instructions are stored.
3. Data memory, where data is stored.
4. Autoincrement, which adds two to its input.
5. Stack, which is used for doing arithmetic operations.

I.2  Instructions
The memory is byte addressed; the instructions are two bytes, and must be byte-aligned. For this assignment
you will be implementing the data paths for three types of instructions.

1. Register transfer, rt rs, rd, where rs is the source register and rd the destination register. This
instruction writes the contents of the source register into the destination register.

2. Arithmetic, op, which does the arithmetic operation on the stack. See §I.3.
3. Load, ldw, which loads the contents of the data memory (2 bytes) at the address in AX into DX.
4. Store, stw, which stores the contents of DX (2 bytes) into the data memory at the address in AX.

I.3  The Stack
When a word is transferred
from a register to SX the stack
is pushed down. That is, the
word is put on the top of the
stack. See the illustration to
the right. When a word is
transferred from the stack to a
register, the word is popped
and the contents of the
register are overwritten.

There are a variety of stack manipulation functions, like dup, which duplicates the top word on the stack
and pushes it onto the stack, and swap, which interchanges the two words on the top of the stack.

There are also data manipulation functions, such as shft, which shifts the word on the top of the stack,
and or, which pops two words from the top of the stack, calculates the bit-wise OR of them.
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Finally there are arithmetic functions, like neg, which changes the sign of the word on the top of the
stack, or add, which pops the two words from the top of the stack, adds them and and pushes the result back
onto the stack.

I.4  Instruction Encoding
,All instructions are encoded as shown to the right: three
bits of opcode, nine bits of function, two bits of source
register, then two bits of destination register. The
register encodings are

1. 00: PC,
2. 01: SX,
3. 10: AX, and
4. 11: DX.

There are twelve possible register transfers, but to keep data paths simple we will allow only a few of them.
We allow the following transfers.

1. SX to DX,
2. SX to AX,
3. DX to SX,
4. AX to SX,
5. AX to PC, and
6. PC to AX.

Note this set allows any register to be transferred to any other register, and allows addresses, AX & PC, to be
assigned to data only by transferring through SX. Being able to assign values to the PC makes branching
possible, with computed branch destinations.

The opcodes are:
1. 000 : stack function,
2. 001 : memory store,
3. 011 : memory load, and
4. 010 : register transfer.

The function selects the stack function to be executed.

I.5  Instruction Processing
One cycle of the processor requires the following sequential steps.

1. Instruction fetch, using the value in PC to fetch the addressed instruction in the instruction memory.
2. PC increment by 2.
3. Instruction decode: register addressing and generation of control signals.
4. Either

i. stack manipulation, or
ii. memory store, or
iii. memory load, or
iv. register transfer.

I.6  Execution Example.
Suppose the stack has three addresses in its top three words, ad1, ad2 & ad3. We want to load words from
the data memory corresponding to the top two location, add them, and store the result at the address in the
third location. This is accomplished by the following set of instructions.
1. rt sx, ax // pop ad1 into address register
2. ldw // load word at ad1 into data register
3. rt dx, sx // push data register contents onto stack
4. swap // swap the two words on the top of the stack
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5. rt sx, ax // pop ad2 into address register
6. ldw // load word at ad2 into data register
7. rt dx, sx // push contents of data register onto the stack
8. add // add the two top words on the stack
9. rt sx, dx // pop the sum into the data register

10. rt sx, ax // pop add3 into the address register
11. stw // store the sum at ad3

It might amaze you that with a conditional branch instruction this architecture is adequate for any
computation, and is also very fast. Many micro-coded processors have just such an architecture, manipulated
by micro-code: you can clock an architecture like this one very fast.

Question 1

Duplicate the register template 12 times. On the first write in all values at the beginning of execution, using
‘xxxx’ for unknown. On each subsequent diagram write the state of the processor after each of the 11
instructions in §I.6. Before the first instruction is executed,

1. ad1 =

2. ad2 =

3. ad3 =

4. The first three words in memory are ( , 1,  )

5. The instructions are loaded starting at  in the instruction memory.

6. The PC is initially pointing to the first instruction.

Question 2

Duplicate the architecture template four times. On the four diagrams draw all data paths for each of the four
instruction types given in §I.2. (‘One instruction type per diagram,’ for you smart-alecs.)

Hint. TYour diagrams should use the following drawing conventions.
1. All lines on the left of a component are inputs, and all lines on the right of a component are outputs.
2. Control signals should enter the components on the top or the bottom.
3. The stack input indicating the function is regarded as an input.

Question 3

Duplicate the architecture template one more time, enlarging it if necessary. Put on the data paths for all
types of instruction simultaneously, including MUXes for datapaths that have multiple sources and control
signals to activate writing into registers, memory and so on. On a separate sheet give word descriptions of
the control signals you place in your design.
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Finally there are arithmetic functions, like neg, which changes the sign of the word on the top of the
stack, or add, which pops the two words from the top of the stack, adds them and and pushes the result back
onto the stack.

I.4  Instruction Encoding
,All instructions are encoded as shown to the right: three
bits of opcode, nine bits of function, two bits of source
register, then two bits of destination register. The
register encodings are

1. 00: PC,
2. 01: SX,
3. 10: AX, and
4. 11: DX.

There are twelve possible register transfers, but to keep data paths simple we will allow only a few of them.
We allow the following transfers.

1. SX to DX,
2. SX to AX,
3. DX to SX,
4. AX to SX,
5. AX to PC, and
6. PC to AX.

Note this set allows any register to be transferred to any other register, and allows addresses, AX & PC, to be
assigned to data only by transferring through SX. Being able to assign values to the PC makes branching
possible, with computed branch destinations.

The opcodes are:
1. 000 : stack function,
2. 001 : memory store,
3. 011 : memory load, and
4. 010 : register transfer.

The function selects the stack function to be executed.
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Suppose the stack has three addresses in its top three words, ad1, ad2 & ad3. We want to load words from
the data memory corresponding to the top two location, add them, and store the result at the address in the
third location. This is accomplished by the following set of instructions.
1. rt sx, ax // pop ad1 into address register
2. ldw // load word at ad1 into data register
3. rt dx, sx // push data register contents onto stack
4. swap // swap the two words on the top of the stack
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5. rt sx, ax // pop ad2 into address register
6. ldw // load word at ad2 into data register
7. rt dx, sx // push contents of data register onto the stack
8. add // add the two top words on the stack
9. rt sx, dx // pop the sum into the data register

10. rt sx, ax // pop add3 into the address register
11. stw // store the sum at ad3

It might amaze you that with a conditional branch instruction this architecture is adequate for any
computation, and is also very fast. Many micro-coded processors have just such an architecture, manipulated
by micro-code: you can clock an architecture like this one very fast.

Question 1

Duplicate the register template 12 times. On the first write in all values at the beginning of execution, using
‘xxxx’ for unknown. On each subsequent diagram write the state of the processor after each of the 11
instructions in §I.6. Before the first instruction is executed,

1. ad1 =

2. ad2 =

3. ad3 =

4. The first three words in memory are ( , 1,  )

5. The instructions are loaded starting at  in the instruction memory.

6. The PC is initially pointing to the first instruction.

Question 2

Duplicate the architecture template four times. On the four diagrams draw all data paths for each of the four
instruction types given in §I.2. (‘One instruction type per diagram,’ for you smart-alecs.)

Hint. TYour diagrams should use the following drawing conventions.
1. All lines on the left of a component are inputs, and all lines on the right of a component are outputs.
2. Control signals should enter the components on the top or the bottom.
3. The stack input indicating the function is regarded as an input.

Question 3

Duplicate the architecture template one more time, enlarging it if necessary. Put on the data paths for all
types of instruction simultaneously, including MUXes for datapaths that have multiple sources and control
signals to activate writing into registers, memory and so on. On a separate sheet give word descriptions of
the control signals you place in your design.
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Finally there are arithmetic functions, like neg, which changes the sign of the word on the top of the
stack, or add, which pops the two words from the top of the stack, adds them and and pushes the result back
onto the stack.

I.4  Instruction Encoding
,All instructions are encoded as shown to the right: three
bits of opcode, nine bits of function, two bits of source
register, then two bits of destination register. The
register encodings are

1. 00: PC,
2. 01: SX,
3. 10: AX, and
4. 11: DX.

There are twelve possible register transfers, but to keep data paths simple we will allow only a few of them.
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1. SX to DX,
2. SX to AX,
3. DX to SX,
4. AX to SX,
5. AX to PC, and
6. PC to AX.

Note this set allows any register to be transferred to any other register, and allows addresses, AX & PC, to be
assigned to data only by transferring through SX. Being able to assign values to the PC makes branching
possible, with computed branch destinations.

The opcodes are:
1. 000 : stack function,
2. 001 : memory store,
3. 011 : memory load, and
4. 010 : register transfer.

The function selects the stack function to be executed.

I.5  Instruction Processing
One cycle of the processor requires the following sequential steps.

1. Instruction fetch, using the value in PC to fetch the addressed instruction in the instruction memory.
2. PC increment by 2.
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i. stack manipulation, or
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the data memory corresponding to the top two location, add them, and store the result at the address in the
third location. This is accomplished by the following set of instructions.
1. rt sx, ax // pop ad1 into address register
2. ldw // load word at ad1 into data register
3. rt dx, sx // push data register contents onto stack
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5. rt sx, ax // pop ad2 into address register
6. ldw // load word at ad2 into data register
7. rt dx, sx // push contents of data register onto the stack
8. add // add the two top words on the stack
9. rt sx, dx // pop the sum into the data register

10. rt sx, ax // pop add3 into the address register
11. stw // store the sum at ad3

It might amaze you that with a conditional branch instruction this architecture is adequate for any
computation, and is also very fast. Many micro-coded processors have just such an architecture, manipulated
by micro-code: you can clock an architecture like this one very fast.

Question 1

Duplicate the register template 12 times. On the first write in all values at the beginning of execution, using
‘xxxx’ for unknown. On each subsequent diagram write the state of the processor after each of the 11
instructions in §I.6. Before the first instruction is executed,

1. ad1 =

2. ad2 =

3. ad3 =

4. The first three words in memory are ( , 1,  )

5. The instructions are loaded starting at  in the instruction memory.

6. The PC is initially pointing to the first instruction.

Question 2

Duplicate the architecture template four times. On the four diagrams draw all data paths for each of the four
instruction types given in §I.2. (‘One instruction type per diagram,’ for you smart-alecs.)

Hint. TYour diagrams should use the following drawing conventions.
1. All lines on the left of a component are inputs, and all lines on the right of a component are outputs.
2. Control signals should enter the components on the top or the bottom.
3. The stack input indicating the function is regarded as an input.

Question 3

Duplicate the architecture template one more time, enlarging it if necessary. Put on the data paths for all
types of instruction simultaneously, including MUXes for datapaths that have multiple sources and control
signals to activate writing into registers, memory and so on. On a separate sheet give word descriptions of
the control signals you place in your design.
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Finally there are arithmetic functions, like neg, which changes the sign of the word on the top of the
stack, or add, which pops the two words from the top of the stack, adds them and and pushes the result back
onto the stack.

I.4  Instruction Encoding
,All instructions are encoded as shown to the right: three
bits of opcode, nine bits of function, two bits of source
register, then two bits of destination register. The
register encodings are

1. 00: PC,
2. 01: SX,
3. 10: AX, and
4. 11: DX.

There are twelve possible register transfers, but to keep data paths simple we will allow only a few of them.
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2. SX to AX,
3. DX to SX,
4. AX to SX,
5. AX to PC, and
6. PC to AX.

Note this set allows any register to be transferred to any other register, and allows addresses, AX & PC, to be
assigned to data only by transferring through SX. Being able to assign values to the PC makes branching
possible, with computed branch destinations.

The opcodes are:
1. 000 : stack function,
2. 001 : memory store,
3. 011 : memory load, and
4. 010 : register transfer.

The function selects the stack function to be executed.

I.5  Instruction Processing
One cycle of the processor requires the following sequential steps.

1. Instruction fetch, using the value in PC to fetch the addressed instruction in the instruction memory.
2. PC increment by 2.
3. Instruction decode: register addressing and generation of control signals.
4. Either

i. stack manipulation, or
ii. memory store, or
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the data memory corresponding to the top two location, add them, and store the result at the address in the
third location. This is accomplished by the following set of instructions.
1. rt sx, ax // pop ad1 into address register
2. ldw // load word at ad1 into data register
3. rt dx, sx // push data register contents onto stack
4. swap // swap the two words on the top of the stack
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5. rt sx, ax // pop ad2 into address register
6. ldw // load word at ad2 into data register
7. rt dx, sx // push contents of data register onto the stack
8. add // add the two top words on the stack
9. rt sx, dx // pop the sum into the data register

10. rt sx, ax // pop add3 into the address register
11. stw // store the sum at ad3

It might amaze you that with a conditional branch instruction this architecture is adequate for any
computation, and is also very fast. Many micro-coded processors have just such an architecture, manipulated
by micro-code: you can clock an architecture like this one very fast.

Question 1

Duplicate the register template 12 times. On the first write in all values at the beginning of execution, using
‘xxxx’ for unknown. On each subsequent diagram write the state of the processor after each of the 11
instructions in §I.6. Before the first instruction is executed,

1. ad1 =

2. ad2 =

3. ad3 =

4. The first three words in memory are ( , 1,  )

5. The instructions are loaded starting at  in the instruction memory.

6. The PC is initially pointing to the first instruction.

Question 2

Duplicate the architecture template four times. On the four diagrams draw all data paths for each of the four
instruction types given in §I.2. (‘One instruction type per diagram,’ for you smart-alecs.)

Hint. TYour diagrams should use the following drawing conventions.
1. All lines on the left of a component are inputs, and all lines on the right of a component are outputs.
2. Control signals should enter the components on the top or the bottom.
3. The stack input indicating the function is regarded as an input.
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Duplicate the architecture template one more time, enlarging it if necessary. Put on the data paths for all
types of instruction simultaneously, including MUXes for datapaths that have multiple sources and control
signals to activate writing into registers, memory and so on. On a separate sheet give word descriptions of
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Finally there are arithmetic functions, like neg, which changes the sign of the word on the top of the
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2. PC increment by 2.
3. Instruction decode: register addressing and generation of control signals.
4. Either

i. stack manipulation, or
ii. memory store, or
iii. memory load, or
iv. register transfer.

I.6  Execution Example.
Suppose the stack has three addresses in its top three words, ad1, ad2 & ad3. We want to load words from
the data memory corresponding to the top two location, add them, and store the result at the address in the
third location. This is accomplished by the following set of instructions.
1. rt sx, ax // pop ad1 into address register
2. ldw // load word at ad1 into data register
3. rt dx, sx // push data register contents onto stack
4. swap // swap the two words on the top of the stack
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5. rt sx, ax // pop ad2 into address register
6. ldw // load word at ad2 into data register
7. rt dx, sx // push contents of data register onto the stack
8. add // add the two top words on the stack
9. rt sx, dx // pop the sum into the data register

10. rt sx, ax // pop add3 into the address register
11. stw // store the sum at ad3

It might amaze you that with a conditional branch instruction this architecture is adequate for any
computation, and is also very fast. Many micro-coded processors have just such an architecture, manipulated
by micro-code: you can clock an architecture like this one very fast.

Question 1

Duplicate the register template 12 times. On the first write in all values at the beginning of execution, using
‘xxxx’ for unknown. On each subsequent diagram write the state of the processor after each of the 11
instructions in §I.6. Before the first instruction is executed,

1. ad1 =

2. ad2 =

3. ad3 =

4. The first three words in memory are ( , 1,  )

5. The instructions are loaded starting at  in the instruction memory.

6. The PC is initially pointing to the first instruction.

Question 2

Duplicate the architecture template four times. On the four diagrams draw all data paths for each of the four
instruction types given in §I.2. (‘One instruction type per diagram,’ for you smart-alecs.)

Hint. TYour diagrams should use the following drawing conventions.
1. All lines on the left of a component are inputs, and all lines on the right of a component are outputs.
2. Control signals should enter the components on the top or the bottom.
3. The stack input indicating the function is regarded as an input.

Question 3

Duplicate the architecture template one more time, enlarging it if necessary. Put on the data paths for all
types of instruction simultaneously, including MUXes for datapaths that have multiple sources and control
signals to activate writing into registers, memory and so on. On a separate sheet give word descriptions of
the control signals you place in your design.
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